Join the Chicago Chapter for a full day packed with presentations on transforming and evolving topics.

**JAN HARGRAVE** - The nation’s leading Body Language Expert as seen on *New York Times, NBC News, ABC News, CBS News,* and *Fox Television*, will teach how internal auditors should read and understand nonverbal communication to become more effective in *Body Talk*.

**TANMAY BAKSHI** - Artificial Intelligence Engineer, IBM Champion, and GOOGLE Developer Expert will present on the Power and Value of Artificial Intelligence and display relevant transforming examples of this power.

**COLE NUSSBAUMER KNACLIC** - Best-selling author and CEO of Storytelling with Data will show how raw data and data derived through analytics may be visualized and more importantly weaved into a compelling action-inspiring story.

25+ sessions including topics such as:

- Data Analytics
- Cybersecurity
- Agile Internal Audit
- Machine Learning

Visit chapters.theiia.org/chicago/pages/default.aspx to learn more and register for this event. *We look forward to seeing you!*